Emiko Adachi's Award

The Award, in the value of $3000, is provided through a generous endowment from Emiko Adachi upon retirement from her position as Professor and Chair of the Department of Ophthalmology at Chiba University, Japan. Hers was a long and glorious career with many honours, culminating in official recognition from the Japanese government. Despite all of this, she remained extraordinarily proud of her long membership of ISCEV, and her outstanding record of service to this society. The Award is given to those who, in some measure, have matched this record of service to ISCEV.

Criteria
The recipient shall be a member of ISCEV.
The recipient shall have a record of outstanding service to ISCEV over a long period.
The recipient shall have made a significant scientific contribution to clinical electrophysiology of vision.
The recipient shall undertake to deliver an interesting and informative scientific lecture at the next ISCEV symposium.

Selection Process

Nominations
The opening of nominations shall be announced to ISCEV members, shortly after an annual symposium.
All ISCEV members in good standing at that time have the right to make a nomination.
Nominations shall be made in writing to the Secretary-General during the period from the announcement to one calendar month prior to the next symposium, when nominations shall close.
Each member making a nomination shall name the individual whom they wish to nominate, identifying themselves by name, address and signature.
Following closure of nominations, the Secretary-General shall prepare for the Board a list of nominees, including the number of nominations each has received.

Recommendations
The list of nominees shall be considered by the Board at its first annual meeting following closure of nominations.
The Board, bearing in mind the number of nominations each has received, shall recommend as they see fit, from 1 to 3 of the nominees for the Award.

Decision
The decision as to the recipient shall be made by the EA Award Panel from amongst the recommendations of the Board.
The decision shall be taken during the course of the concomitant annual symposium

Communication
The name of the recipient shall be announced to ISCEV members, shortly after the annual symposium.

Presentation
The recipient shall deliver the Emiko Adachi Scientific Lecture at the next ISCEV symposium.
At the conclusion of the lecture, the Award shall be presented by the President of ISCEV.

Notes

EA Award Panel
This comprises Professor Emiko Adachi and all previous recipients of the Award.
The decision as to the recipient of the Award in a particular year shall be made by those members of the Panel who are present at that symposium.
They may, as they see fit, consult with members of the Panel who are not present, but the decision must be made during the course of the symposium.

Withholding of Award
The Award shall be made annually, subject to availability of funds, but it may be withheld in the event that either:
   i) no nominations are made, or
   ii) the ISCEV Board does not recommend any of the nominations put forward, or
   iii) the EA Award Panel does not accept any of the recommendations of the ISCEV Board, or
   iv) the Emiko Adachi Scientific Lecture is not given,